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Abstract—Query expansion has been widely adopted in Web search as a way of tackling the ambiguity of queries. Personalized
search utilizing folksonomy data has demonstrated an extreme vocabulary mismatch problem that requires even more effective query
expansion methods. Co-occurrence statistics, tag-tag relationships, and semantic matching approaches are among those favored by
previous research. However, user profiles which only contain a user’s past annotation information may not be enough to support the
selection of expansion terms, especially for users with limited previous activity with the system. We propose a novel model to construct
enriched user profiles with the help of an external corpus for personalized query expansion. Our model integrates the current
state-of-the-art text representation learning framework, known as word embeddings, with topic models in two groups of pseudo-aligned
documents. Based on user profiles, we build two novel query expansion techniques. These two techniques are based on topical
weights-enhanced word embeddings, and the topical relevance between the query and the terms inside a user profile, respectively. The
results of an in-depth experimental evaluation, performed on two real-world datasets using different external corpora, show that our
approach outperforms traditional techniques, including existing non-personalized and personalized query expansion methods.
Index Terms—Personalization, information search and retrieval, query formulation, user profiles and alert services
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1

INTRODUCTION

O

VER the past number of years personalized search algorithms which utilize folksonomy data have attracted
significant attention in the literature [1], [2]. This is partially
due to the relative unavailability of users’ search and clickthrough history to independent researchers not employed
by, or engaged with, a commercial search engine. Another
reason for utilizing folksonomy data is that tags are highly
ambiguous, representing a typical real-world Web search
scenario of short queries formulated by users. “Folksonomy”
is a term typically used to describe the social classification phenomenon. Online folksonomy services are used by
millions of users world-wide, enabling users to save and
organize their online bookmarks with freely chosen short
text descriptors. Fig. 1 shows an example page with tags and
linked documents extracted from the famous Bibsonomy1
website.
In current collaborative and social platforms, users
can often play an active role in generating content and

1. http://www.bibsonomy.org
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annotating resources through tags that collectively compose
the folksonomy [3]. However, this uncontrolled tagging
behaviour results in the use of an unrestricted vocabulary,
which makes the search process prone to errors and omissions. In such circumstances, personalized query expansion
(QE) has been widely adopted to overcome this limitation
[4], [5], [6]. As pointed out by Xu et al. [2], social tags are
equivalent to keywords which describe the web page in
question and can be used as a substitute for a query to find
that page, therefore the QE task here is, to some extent, similar to Web search QE.
Personalized QE attempts to expand the original query
(in folksonomies, when simulating user searches, tags are
normally used as queries) with other terms/words from a
user profile that help to best represent the user’s actual
intent, or produce a query that is more likely to retrieve
relevant documents. In personalized search utilizing folksonomy data, researchers frequently consider different
term relationships, including co-occurrence statistics [5],
[7], tag-tag relationships [4], [8] or the semantic relatedness of two terms [6]. In all of the above approaches, a
user profile is usually needed to represent the user’s
interests in an individualised manner. In this context, the
information stored in the user profile is typically past
annotation information such as tags and annotations from
social bookmarking systems. The advantage of exploiting
this type of information is that it enables personalized
search systems to gain rich knowledge about their users’
interests and preferences due to the wealth of information
that is available on social websites. In addition, as much
of the information shared on social websites is public
then the use of this public content should not pose a
threat to users’ privacy.
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Fig. 1. Example folksonomy data.

However, some limitations exist in current approaches
to personalized QE utilizing folksonomy data, including
the following:
i.

User profiles which contain only a user’s past
annotation information may not be enough to
support the effective selection of expansion terms,
especially for users who have had limited previous
activity with the system. In this case, search personalization can be performed on an aggregate level [9].
This type of personalization involves the exploitation
of usage information in a collective manner where
the search process is adapted to the needs of the
many, rather than the specific needs of the individual. This may “inject” the personality of other users
instead of the current user, causing problems like
query shift and/or interest shift. In this case, it is
better to enrich the user profile according to the
specific needs of the particular user rather than borrow information from similar counterparts.
ii. Previous personalized QE research either favors tagtag relationships or relies on the co-occurrence statistics of two terms. Given the fact that tags may not
constitute precise descriptions of resources, and that
methods based on pure lexical matching may miss
important semantic information, the retrieval performance is generally unsatisfactory [4], [5], [7], [8].
There have been a few attempts made to use topic
models to capture the semantic relationships of
the terms [6]. However, as pointed out by other
researchers [10], [11], the observation of semantic
coherence found in the inferred topic distributions
by topic models is somewhat accidental. It tends to
describe the statistical relationship of occurrences
rather than real semantic information embedded in
words. Instead, in approaches like word embeddings
(WEs), words with similar syntactic and semantic
properties are found to be close to each other in
the embedding space. Despite the usefulness of this
approach, WEs ignores the complicated correlations
among words. Therefore, there is a desire to
integrate the two models together to produce better
relationships between terms and/or words.
In this paper, we adopt a different approach to personalized QE utilizing folksonomy data. In our approach, the
expansion process is based on an enriched user profile,
which contains tags and annotations together with documents retrieved from an external corpus. This corpus can be
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viewed as a knowledge base to enhance the information
stored in the user profile. The whole procedure of query
adaptation is hidden to the user. It happens in an implicit
way based on their choices of tags and the terms used on
annotated web pages. We first propose a novel model to
build the enriched user profiles. Our model integrates the
current state-of-the-art text representation learning framework, known as word embeddings, with topic models in
two groups of pseudo-aligned documents between user
annotations and documents from the external corpus. We
then present two novel QE techniques. The first technique
approaches the problem by using topical weights-enhanced
WEs to select the best possible expansion terms. The second
method is based on the topics learned. It calculates the
topical relevance between the query and the terms inside a
user profile.
This paper describes an in-depth experimental evaluation using two different real-world folksonomy datasets,
extracted from del.ico.us2 and Bibsonomy. We also explore
two different external corpora for user profile enrichment.
A comparative analysis of our findings with those obtained
by using well-known and state-of-the-art techniques such
as those exploiting co-occurrence statistics, tag-tag relationships and semantic relatedness for personalized QE, shows
that our approach is able to achieve significantly better
retrieval results.
The contribution of this paper can be summarized as
follows:
i.

We tackle the challenge of personalized QE utilizing
folksonomy data in a novel way by integrating latent
and deep semantics.
ii. We propose a novel model that integrates word
embeddings with topic models to construct enriched
user profiles with the help of an external corpus.
iii. We suggest two novel personalized QE techniques
based on topical weights-enhanced word embeddings, and the topical relevance between the query
and the terms inside a user profile. The techniques
demonstrate significantly better results than previously proposed non-personalized and personalized
QE methods.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Related
work on personalized search utilizing folksonomy data is
summarized in Section 2. Section 3 lays out the problem
definition. Section 4 presents details of the user profile
construction process. Section 5 demonstrates the proposed
personalized QE methods. In section 6, a report on a series of
experiments performed to evaluate the personalized QE
strategies is provided. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.

2

RELATED WORK

Web users may not always be successful in using a representative vocabulary when locating objects in a system.
Therefore, query expansion attempts to expand the terms of
the user’s query with other terms, with the aim of retrieving
more relevant results. QE has a long standing history in
Information Retrieval (IR) and web search [12]. Among the
various QE approaches presented in literature, some take
2. http://www.delicious.com
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advantage of implicit relevance feedback [13], some use
external sources [14], and some implement semantic QE [15].
These techniques are generally non-user focused. There are
also user-focused QE methods. For example, methods that
implicitly select terms from the user profile [16], methods
which involve implicitly obtaining terms from the query
logs and/or their associated clicked documents [17], and
methods requiring the user to explicitly provide relevance
feedback or perform interactive query expansion [18].
Folksonomy-based systems have gained great popularity
and attention in recent times. Personalized QE utilizing
folksonomy data primarily considers term relationships
from an individual perspective or in an aggregate manner.
Researchers have considered tag-tag relationships for
personalized QE, by selecting the most related tags from a
user’s profile [4], [8], [19]. However, tags might not be
precise descriptions of web pages, and as a result the
retrieval performance of this QE approach is somewhat
disappointing. Local analysis and co-occurrence based user
profile representation have also been adopted to expand the
query according to a user’s interaction with the system [5],
[7]. It is worth noting that in [5], folksonomy data are not
used as a test bed as in other approaches, but rather used as
an external source of information from which to extract
semantic classes that are added to web search results.
Moreover, terms in this approach are still based on cooccurrence statistics rather than semantic relatedness. Zhou
et al. proposed a personalized QE framework based on the
semantic relatedness of terms inside individual user profiles
[6]. A statistical tag-topic model is created to deduce latent
topics from the user’s tags and tagged documents. This
model is then used to identify the most relevant terms in
the user model to the user’s query and then use those terms
to expand the query.
Our approach in this paper also considers the semantic
relatedness between terms inside user profiles. It differs from
past research in two aspects. First, we exploit an external
knowledge base to enrich the user profiles, while previous
research builds them from historical usage information alone.
Second, we consider recent advances in neural language
models in addition to topic models for personalized QE.
The literature proposes several systems that do not
perform query expansion but still use folksonomies to
provide users with personalized search services. The authors
in [20] investigated re-ranking results retrieved from the
Yahoo search engine based on a user profile comprising tags
extracted from the user’s participation on the del.icio.us social
bookmarking website. A similar approach was also explored
in [21] where the system performed re-ranking of Google
search results based on social bookmarks and tags harvested
from del.icio.us. However, the data sparsity problem poses a
challenge to this approach as not all Web pages returned by
search engines are tagged in the del.icio.us dataset.
Because of this data sparsity problem, researchers started
to use folksonomy data as a test collection to develop personalized techniques. In [2] the authors developed a personalization approach to learn about users’ interests from their
bookmarks and tags, then re-rank the results according to the
topic relevance of documents and users’ interests. Wang and
Jin [22] explored gathering data from multiple online social
systems for adaptive search personalization. Bouadjenek
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et al. [23], [24] propose using social data and user relationships to enhance document representation for re-ranking
purposes. Cai et al. [25] model query relevance measurement
and user relevance measurement as fuzzy satisfaction
problems. Verbal context [26] and sentiment analysis [27] are
also utilized. Note that in the last three approaches the actual
content of the web pages/documents are not used, as
opposed to the approaches proposed by this paper.

3

PROBLEM DEFINITION

Web 2.0 leverages the Web as a collaborative and social platform. In folksonomy applications like social tagging systems, users can label interesting web resources with
primarily short and unstructured annotations in natural language called tags. These web resources are denoted as a
URL in the del.icio.us or BibSonomy website. Textual content
can be crawled by following the URL that refers to a document or web page. We present the basic notations used in this
paper in Table 1.
Formally, data in folksonomy systems can be represented
by a tuple P :¼ ðU; D; T ; AÞ. A  U  D  T is a ternary
relation, whose elements are called tag assignments or
annotations. The set of annotations of a user is defined as:
Au :¼ fðt; dÞju; d; t 2 Ag. The tag vocabulary of a user, is
given as T u :¼ ftjðt; dÞ 2 Au g. A set of documents annotated by a user u is defined as Du :¼ fdjðt; dÞ 2 Au g. We
define the terms extracted from a user’s set of documents as
u
termD :¼ fwjw 2 Du g, where w denotes a word/term in the
annotated documents. Similarly, we define terms extracted
u
from a user’s set of external documents as termDexter :¼
u
u
fwjw 2 Dexter g, where Dexter denotes a user’s set of external
documents from an external corpus Dexter .
In a typical personalized search scenario, given a source
query q and a set of words in the user model fw1 ; w2 . . . wn g
u
u
2 termD [ termDexter [ T u the goal is to return a ranked list
of terms to be added to the query, for a second round
retrieval of results.

4

ENRICHED USER PROFILES

The enriched user profile generation consists of two stages:
external document retrieval and user profile construction.
We enrich a user’s historical usage information with documents retrieved from an external corpus. This procedure is
described in Algorithm 1. We first concatenate all tags t in T u
u
into one single query qT representing a user’s past interests
through his/her tags (Algorithm 1, line 1). Then for each
document du in a user’s set of documents in the user profile
Du , we extract terms with the highest inverted document
u
frequency (idf) scores3 as a query qd (Algorithm 1, lines 2-4,
with the extractTop function returns top  terms). In other
u
words, each qd ðdu 2 Du Þ contains representative terms from
document du that a user has tagged. Next we send queries in
u
u
Qexter (contains qT and all qd ) to an external corpus Dexter to
u
fetch Dexter (Algorithm 1, lines 5-8, the number of documents
retrieved by each query is controlled by the parameter g).
3. The reason we use idf here is to assign more weight to words bearing more information content. Other alternatives exist, such as term frequency (tf) or tf-idf, however, through testing they have been deemed
less effective in this context.
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TABLE 1
Basic Notations Used in the Paper
Symbol

Meaning

Symbol

U

finite sets of users

~
w

D
T
A
Au
Tu

finite sets of web pages/documents
finite sets of tags
a ternary relation, elements are tags
the set of annotations of a user
the tag vocabulary of a user

dim/x
K
u
’
f

Du
t
d
u
w

a user’s set of documents
a tag
a document
a user
a word/term

a
b
dCj
dG
j
Ndj
zj;i

Dexter
Duexter

the vocabulary extracted from the documents
that a user has tagged
the full set of terms extracted from a user’s
external documents
an external corpus
a user’s set of external documents

q

a source query

sz
nj;k
vk;wj;i

Qexter

a query containing the concate nated tags of a
user
a query extracted from a document du that a
user tagged
queries to be sent to an external corpus

C
G

source group of pseudo-aligned documents
target group of pseudo-aligned documents

~
q
twi

u

termD
term

qT

Duexter

u

u

qd

Algorithm 1. External document fetch
Require: tags of a user T
Require: documents of a user Du
Require: anSexternal corpus Dexter
u
1. qT
ðt 2 T u Þ
u
2. Qexter
qT
u
3. for each d 2 Du do
u
4. qd
extractTopðw 2 du Þ
u
5. Qexter
qd
6. end for
7. for all q 2 Qexter do
8. Duexter
retrieveDexter ðqÞ.
9. end for
u

In stage two, we integrate T u (here all tags are
concatenated and viewed as a single document), Du and
Duexter into a novel generative model such that a multinomial
distribution of topics specific to each document can be
inferred. We now describe this procedure in detail.
It is well known that the Latent Dirichlet Allocation
(LDA) model and its extensions play an important role in
natural language processing and machine learning by mining the thematic structure of documents [28]. However,
the probability distribution from LDA only describes
the statistical relationship of occurrences in the corpus.
Recently, word embeddings have begun to play an increasingly vital role in building continuous word vectors based
on their contexts in a corpus. It has been shown that in some

wj;i
e
fj;i
mz

R

Meaning
pivot word representation or pivot word
embedding of w
dimensionality of word embeddings
number of topics
multinomial distribution of topics
multinomial distribution of words
multinomial distribution of words (another
group)
the parameter of topic Dirichlet prior
the parameter of word Dirichlet prior
a document in group C
a document in group G
number of words in document dj (group
indicator omitted)
topic associated with the ith word in the document dj
ith word in document dj
Dimension e of the embedding of word wj;i
mean of Log-normal distribution of retrieval
scores for topic z
deviation of Log-normal distribution of
retrieval scores for topic z
the number of times that topic k is sampled
w.r.t. document dj
the number of times wj;i has been generated
by topic k
an underlying hypothetical model of relevance
vector representation of a query q
weight of word wi

applications, the embedded representations are more effective than representations produced by the LDA model [29].
There are also some attempts to integrate LDA with WEs
for different purposes [10], [11]. Inspired by those works as
well as work in bilingual documents [30], we propose a
novel generative model for user profile generation based on
the documents obtained in the last stage. We named this
enriched user profile construction (EUPC) model.
In this model, T u , Du and Duexter can be mixed together to
infer unified latent topics. However, as Duexter is actually
different from the user’s original information T u and Du , it
is better to model them separately rather than jointly. Moreover, the model should be able to learn latent topics from
non-parallel data. With this consideration in mind, EUPC
learns topics which are shared between document-aligned
pairs. In order to do this, we create pseudo-aligned
documents between T u , Du and Duexter . This procedure
works as follows. For each external document in Duexter
retrieved by a query from Qexter , which is formed through
stage one of our approach, we treat the document (from
Duexter ) and the documents that generate Qexter (from T u and
Du ) as pseudo-aligned documents in two groups. The first
group we named source group C, the other group we
named target group G. By using the aligned documents,
we propose a model to learn the latent topics between the
two groups.
To jointly model words and word embeddings, EUPC
learns a shared latent topic space to generate words in
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documents and corresponding word embeddings. The
model takes pre-trained word embeddings and documents as input. In other words, embeddings are given as
observed variables in our model. We use the Skip-Gram
model [31] to learn the WEs before running our model.
Skip-gram aims to predict context words given a target
word in a sliding window. Each target word w is associ~ 2 Rdim (its pivot word representation
ated with a vector w
or pivot word embedding). dim is the dimensionality of
WEs. The vector of the target word is used as a feature to
predict the context words. We employ a normal distribution for WEs to infer latent topics via the documents and
words.

Algorithm 2. Generative process for EUPC
Require: tags of a user T u
Require: documents of a user Du
Require: a user’s set of external documents Duexter
Require: word embeddings calculated by Skip-Gram for all
words in T u [ Du [ Duexter
1. for each topic k 2 ½1; K do
2. sample the mixture of words ’  DirichletðbÞ
3. sample the mixture of words f  DirichletðbÞ
4. end for
u
5. for each document pair dj ¼ fdCj 2 T u [ Du ; dG
j 2 [Dexter g
do
6. sample the mixture of topics uj  DirichletðaÞ
7. for each word wCi indexed by i ¼ 1; . . . ; NdC do



p zCj;i ¼ k
nCj;k;:i þ nG
j;k þ a

13.
14.

j;i

(1)



p zG
j;i ¼ k

sample the topic index topic zCj;i  Multðudj Þ
sample the term for word wCj;i  Multð’zC Þ

C
nG
j;k;:i þ nj;k þ a

vG
þb
k;wG ;:

 G
C
nG
vk;;: þ V G  b
j;;:i þ nj; þ K  a
0 
2 1
eG
G
dim
f

m
Y
zj;i
j;i
1
B
C
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
exp@

A
G
G 2
2p
s
2s
zj;i
e¼1
zj;i
/

j;i

j;i

(2)

j

sample the topic index topic zG
j;i  Multðudj Þ
sample the term for word wG
j;i  MultðfzG Þ
j;i

for each dimension of the embedding of wG
j;i , sample
G
G
eG
fj;i
 N ðmezj;i ; s ezj;i Þ
16. end for
17. end for
15.

vCk;wC ;: þ b

 C
nCj;;:i þ nG
vk;;: þ V C  b
j; þ K  a
0 
2 1
eC
C
dim
f

m
Y
z
j;i
1
j;i
B
C
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
exp@

A
C
C 2
2p
s
2s
e¼1
zj;i
zj;i
/

for each dimension of the embedding of wCj;i , sample
C
C
eC
fj;i
 N ðmezj;i ; s ezj;i Þ
11. end for
12. for each word wG
i indexed by i ¼ 1; . . . ; NdG do

10.
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document and the procedure is repeated for the document in
group G also.
In the Algorithm 2, m and s are the mean and deviation
of the normal distribution. a and b are the parameters of
topic Dirichlet prior and word Dirichlet prior. uj is the
multinomial topic distribution of document pair dC and dG .
We used a fixed number of latent topics and dimensions for
WEs. The posterior distribution of topics depends on two
sets of information, both the words and WEs.
In this model, inference is intractable. We use Gibbs
Sampling to perform approximate inference. We employ a
conjugate prior for the multinomial distributions, and integrate out u, ’ and f. In the sampling procedure, we need
to calculate the conditional distribution pð zCj;i ¼ kÞ and
pð zG
j;i ¼ kÞ. By using Gibbs Sampling, for each word the
topic is sampled from:

j

8.
9.

VOL. 29, NO. 7,

With the documents and WEs trained by the SkipGram model, the generation process of the EUPC model
can be summarized as follows (see Algorithm 2). In this
case, there is a comparable document set aligned at the
document-level. u can be viewed as a group independent
factor. First, the model generates a mixture of words into
the different group of documents (Algorithm 2, lines 1-4
Then for each document pair dC and dG , a shared topic
distribution is chosen from a Dirichlet distribution (Algorithm 2, line 5-6). Next, the word distributions are chosen
for each of the topics selected in the previous step for
both documents. In each document in group C, for each
word i in document dCj , a particular topic zCj;i can be sampled from the document-specific distribution, a word indicator wCj;i is drawn from the topic-specific distribution ’Czj; i
and for each dimension e of the embedding of word wCj;i , we
C
C
eC
draw fj;i
from normal distribution N ðmezj;i ; s ezj;i Þ (Algorithm
2, lines 7-11). The process is repeated for all words in the

for each group of documents, nj;k;:i counts the number
of times that a topic with index k has been sampled from the
multinomial distribution specific to document dj with the
current zj;i not counted. Another counter variable vk;wj;i ;:
counts the number of times wj;i has been generated by topic
k, but not counting the current wj;i . A dot denotes summation
over all values of the variable whose index that dot takes.
After that we can calculate the posterior estimate of u, ’ and
f. Fig. 2 shows a graphical representation of the EUPC model.

5

PERSONALIZED QUERY EXPANSION

In this section, we present our new personalized QE techniques. One technique is based on the posterior estimation of
word-topic distributions and WEs generated, while another
technique is based on the topics learned by using the EUPC
model. The first method uses only the EUPC model (integration of topic models with WEs) to weight the word
representations produced by WEs. The second method,
however, fully exploits the advantages of the integration of
the two semantic models.

5.1 Query Expansion Based on Word Embeddings
Our first QE approach, Query Expansion based on Word
Embeddings (WEQE), works as follows. In order to present
the query q in the x-dimensional embedding space induced
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to be sampled from an underlying hypothetical model of
relevance R (see also [13], [32]).

Algorithm 3. Query Expansion based on Word
Embeddings
u

Require: a user’s set of documents termD
u
Require: a user’s set of external documents termDexter
u
Require: the tag vocabulary of a user T
u
u
1. fw1 ; w2 . . . wn g
termD [ termDexter [ T u
2. for all w 2 fw1 ; w2 . . . wn g do
3. calculate simð~
w;~
qÞ
4. end for
5. return q0 consists of top d terms with the highest simð~
w;~
qÞ

Given the query q ¼ fwa gna¼1 of n independent query
terms, the probability of the query generating a word w
from an underlying model R is approximated by:
Fig. 2. Plate notation of the EUPC model.

P ðwjRÞ

(x ¼ dim), we apply a model of semantic composition to learn
its x-dimensional vector representation ~
q. We opt for a simple
addition as the compositional operator [33]. As before,
assume the query q consists of n independent query terms:
~
w2 þ    þ !
wn
q ¼ !
w1 þ !

However, this calculation does not consider the output
of the EUPC model. In an extended approach, we weight
the word vectors with the posterior estimation of wordtopic distributions. Take a word wCj;i from group of C of
the EUPC model as an example,
P we obtain the weight of
the word as follows: twCi ¼ K
k¼1 ’i;k . We compare this
weighting scheme with other simpler alternatives in
Section 6.2.4. A word embedding is then constructed out of
its WEs as in Equation (5):
!
wi
wi ¼ twCi  !

(5)

All the profile terms fw1 ; w2 . . . wn g are ranked by their
similarities to the given query, and the top d terms are chosen to expand the query. The procedure is summarized in
Algorithm 3.

5.2 Topical Query Expansion
In the topical query expansion (TQE) approach, we calculate
the weights of the terms from a user profile to be added
to the initial query. The key idea is that both documents
containing those profile terms and query terms are assumed
4. Clearly other options, such as summing or averaging the elements
of the word representations, could be used. These will be explored in
future work.

(6)

We further assume that there are a set of relevant documents fdb gN
b¼1 related to the query and the word being considered, where N is the number of documents. Incorporating
this set of documents into the above equation leads to,

(3)

By representing the query in the x-dimensional embedding space, the similarity between the words inside a user
profile and the query can be easily calculated. In this paper,
we used the standard cosine similarity measure, the
standard choice in the embedding induction literature, as a
similarity function [29], [31] as follows4:
~~
w
q
~;~
~;~
(4)
simðw
qÞ ¼ cos ðw
qÞ ¼
~jj~
jw
qj

P ðwjqÞ

P ðwjqÞ ¼

N
X

P ðwjdb ; qÞP ðdb jqÞ

b¼1

¼

N
X

P ðwjdb ÞP ðdb jqÞ

b¼1
N
1X
/
P ðwjdb ÞP ðqjdb Þ
N b¼1

¼

(7)

N
n
Y
1X
P ðwjdb Þ
P ðwa jdb Þ:
N b¼1
a¼1

The calculation discards the uniform prior for P ðqÞ, and
takes the uniform prior of documents P ðdb Þ ¼ N1 outside
the summation. It assumes that query terms are sampled
independently and identically to each other. It also assmues
that P ðwjdb ; qÞ ¼ P ðwjdb Þ . Note that this latter independent
assumption applies to all the remaining equations in this
section.
As we already have outputs from the EUPC model, the
documents inside the user profile can be used as a set of relevant documents in the above calculation. The Equation (7)
has an intuitive explanation in the sense that the likelihood
of generating a word w from theQdocument model will
increase if the numerator P ðwjdb Þ na¼1 P ðwa jdb Þ increases,
or in other words if w co-occurs frequently with the query
terms in the relevant document db . This model thus utilizes
the co-occurrence of a non-query term with the given query
to boost the retrieval scores of documents. If this model is
not utilized here, we will get a lower language model similarity score due to vocabulary mismatch between non-query
terms and query terms.
However, the above calculation has an oversimplified
assumption that each relevant document is generated from
a single generative model. A query typically encompasses
multiple aspects of the overall information need expressed
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Fig. 3. Overview of the QE process.

in it. Thus in a more general case, it would be reasonable to
assume that the query terms are sampled from a number of
relevance models instead of one.
We now have latent topics related to each document and
each word. Therefore there is no longer a direct dependency
of w and wa on db . In this case, in order to estimate P ðwjdb Þ,
we can marginalize the probability over the latent topic
variables zk . Then we have,
P ðwjdb Þ ¼

K
X

P ðwjzk ÞP ðzk jdb Þ:

(8)

k¼1

Similarly, the probability P ðwa jdb Þ becomes,
P ðwa jdb Þ ¼

K
X

P ðwa jzk ÞP ðzk jdb Þ:

(9)

k¼1

So that the probability of the query generating a word w
can be re-defined as,
!
N
K
X
1X
P ðwjqÞ /
P ðwjzk ÞP ðzk jdb Þ
N b¼1 k¼1
!
(10)
n X
K
Y
P ðwa jzk ÞP ðzk jdb Þ :

a¼1 k¼1

This calculation thus involves two levels of EUPC
model estimated term generation probabilities, one for
the words in relevant documents and the other for the
query terms. It ensures that it assigns higher probability
to a term being generated from the document model, if
the term co-occurs with query terms in relevant documents and is also likely to belong to the same topic as
that of the query terms.
In our EUPC model, we use one side of the word-topic
distributions from the group that contains tags and annotated documents to calculate the weighting. All the profile
terms fw1 ; w2 . . . wn g are ranked by their probability of
being generated by the given query, and the top d terms are
chosen to expand the query. The procedure is summarized
in Algorithm 4.

Algorithm 4. Topical Query Expansion
Require: the vocabulary extracted from the documents that a
u
user has tagged termD
Require: the full set of terms extracted from a user’s external
u
documents termDexter
Require: the tag vocabulary of a user T u
u
u
1. fw1 ; w2 . . . wn g
termD [ termDexter [ T u
2. for all w 2 fw1 ; w2 . . . wn g do
3. calculate P ðwjqÞ
4. end for
5. return q0 consists of top d terms with the highest P ðwjqÞ

To give an overview of our proposed QE process, we
plot a figure consisting of our user profile generation and
personalized query expansion methods in action in Fig. 3
(for simplicity we only show topical query expansion in
the figure). We also provide a very simple example in the
figure. As we can see, for query “cluster”, a co-occurrencebased method (included in the dashed box for comparison,
not part of our approach, see Section 6) without user profile
enrichment can only produce expansion terms according
to the bookmark statistics like “music”, “travel”, etc. (note
only representative terms shown). However, our methods
can generate expansion terms that are semantically related
to the query and better reflect the user’s true personal needs
such as “data”, “matlab”, etc. By checking the actual web
resources the particular user tagged, we found that indeed
she was looking for effective methods to do data clustering.
In the next section we will systematically evaluate our methods and compare to several state-of-the-art baseline models.

6

EVALUATION

6.1 Experimental Setup
In order to evaluate the proposed methods above on realworld data, we selected two real-world folksonomy datasets
from del.icio.us and BibSonomy. The first test collection
(referred to as DEL) was constructed from del.icio.us using
the following two sub datasets: socialbm0311 and deliciousT140, which are public and described and analyzed in
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TABLE 2
Statistics for Two Test Collections

del.icio.us
BibSonomy
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TABLE 3
Statistics for External Corpora

Users

Documents

Tags

259,511
27,611

131,283
143,686

137,870
59,799

[34], [35]. The deliciousT140 dataset contains 144,574 unique
URLs, all of them with their corresponding social tags
retrieved. However, this dataset does not contain the actual
web pages. So we used another dataset, socialbm0311, which
is a large-scale social tagging/bookmarking dataset which
contains the complete bookmarking activity for almost
2 million users. After matching the documents in deliciousT140 with the bookmark activities in socialbm0311, we
obtained a total of 5,153,720 bookmark activities, 259,511
users, 131,283 web pages and 137,870 tags. The second test
collection is constructed from the latest BibSonomy dumps
on 01/01/2016 (referred to as BIB). It contains 3,887,070
bookmark activities. Similar to the socialbm0311dataset, the
BibSonomy dataset does not contain the actual web pages. So
we crawled the Web for those web pages that were still
available, finally obtaining 27,611 users, 143,686 web pages
and 59,799 tags. We used a public parser5 to parse all the
web pages in order to get their textual content. A statistical
summary of both test collections is presented in Table 2.
We also constructed two corpora from different external
knowledge bases. The first corpus was obtained from the
largest online encyclopedia – Wikipedia6. A Wikipedia snapshot was obtained on the 14/08/2014, which contained a collection of 4,634,369 articles. The second corpus consists of
English news documents from the Glasgow Herald 1995, Los
Angeles Times 1994 and Los Angeles Times 2002, a collection
made available by the CLEF AdHoc-News Test Suites (20042008)7, which we refer to as CLEF News. We present a statistical summary of both external corpora in Table 3.
We selected three groups of users as test users: users with
no more than 50 bookmarks (referred to as U50), users with
50-500 bookmarks (referred to as U500), and users with more
than 500 bookmarks (referred to as UG500). These groups of
users represent users with small, moderate and rich amounts
of past usage information, respectively. 200 randomly
selected users from each group are chosen as test users. For
each user, 75 percent of his/her tags with annotated web
pages were used to create the user profile and the other
25 percent were used as a test collection. Another subset of
users was also randomly selected from the dataset to train
the necessary parameters. Every effort was made to ensure
there was no overlap between the group of users used for
parameter training and the three groups of test users.
The evaluation method used by previous researchers in
personalized social search [2], [6], [22] is employed. The main
assumption is as follows: Any documents tagged by u with t
are considered relevant for the personalized query ðu; tÞ (u
submits the query t). In particular, we follow the same procedure as in [2], [6], [22] to use the annotations to generate
queries. As pointed out by [2], in today’s search technology,
5. http://htmlparser.sourceforge.net/
6. http://www.wikipedia.org
7. http://catalog.elra.info/product_info.php?products_id¼1127

Wikipedia
CLEF News

Documents

Terms

4,634,369
304,630

5,357,496
406,244

keyword queries are the most popular query paradigm, and
social tags are generally good keyword descriptors of the
web pages in question. Moreover, tags reflect the users’ personal preferences with regard to vocabulary, often the vocabulary they use in daily life. Hence the data is not biased
toward the experiments performed in this paper.
The following evaluation metrics were chosen to measure the effectiveness of the various approaches: normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG, we report
NDCG@10 results), mean reciprocal rank (MRR) and mean
average precision (MAP). The average performance over
all users is calculated. Statistically significant differences
were determined using a paired t-test at a confidence level
of 95 percent.
We evaluate our proposed models and compare with
several state-of-the-art non-personalized and personalized
query expansion methods as follows.
LanM. A popular and quite robust language model
retrieval method, which has previously demonstrated good
results. We compute the Kullback-Leibler divergence
between the query language model and document language
model as described in [36].
RelM. A relevance model which involves pseudorelevance feedback in the language model as in [13]. We
include this model as a competitive non-personalized query
expansion baseline.
ExtRelM. This is a modified version of the relevance
model described in [14]. Instead of using the top-ranked
documents as pseudo-relevance documents, this model
uses external corpora to obtain the relevance documents.
We include this model as a strong non-personalized baseline as we also used external corpora in our models. In the
experiments, this method will acquire external documents
from the Wikipedia and CLEF News corpora.
CoWM. This method has been used by several re searchers [5], [7]. In this method the selection of expansion terms
is based on co-occurrence statistics between the query
terms and other terms inside the user model. We used this
approach as it previously demonstrated satisfactory performance [16].
CoTagM. Pure tag-tag relationships are also favored by
many researchers. This method is based on the co-tagging
activities a user performed [4], [8], [19]. In this case, the user
profiles contain training tags with their co-tagging statistics
computed using the Jaccard coefficient as in [19].
TagTM. Zhou et al. [6] proposed a query expansion
framework based on semantic word associations enhanced
by using terms extracted from top-ranked documents. The
user profiles are built according to a Tag-Topic model for all
profile terms. We include the highest performing method
from their work for comparison.
EnUWEM. From our proposed methods, the first method
uses the EUPC model and the WEQE method to personalize
search.
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TABLE 4
Overall Results on the Test Users in the DEL Collection by Using
Wikipedia as External Corpus, Statistically Significant
Differences between our Methods and RelM, ExtRelM, CoWM,
CoTagM, and TagTM are Indicated by r, e, w, c, and t, Respectively
Group U50
LanM
RelM
ExtRelM
CoWM
CoTagM
TagTM
EnUWEM
EnUTM

MAP

NDCG

MRR

0.0163
0.0205
0.0211
0.0674 r, e
0.0557 r, e
0.1525 r, e, w, c
0.2149 r, e, w, c, t
0.2688 r, e, w, c, t

0.0309
0.0376
0.0501
0.0975 r, e
0.086 r, e
0.1924 r, e, w, c
0.2586 r, e, w, c, t
0.3111 r, e, w, c, t

0.0184
0.0222
0.0232
0.0779 r, e
0.0581 r, e
0.2009 r, e, w, c
0.2663 r, e, w, c, t
0.3067 r, e, w, c, t

Group U500

Fig. 4. Tuning parameter g.

EnUTM. This is our alternative proposed method, which
uses the EUPC model and the TQE method for personalized
search utilizing folksonomy data.
As the number of documents retrieved by each query in
step one (i.e., g) is deemed to be an important parameter, we
test in the range [1], [10]. It can be seen from Fig. 4 that measured by MAP there are no significant differences when the
number is between 2 and 5. There is, however, a noticeable
drop when the number of documents goes beyond 5, which
means too many documents may introduce noise. We simply
choose the number that shows the best performance, which
sets g to 5. Parameter  used in the extractTop function is set to
10. For the EUPC modeling, a and b were set to 50=K and 0.01.
In the expansion method, the number of expansion terms d are
set to 50. The number of word dimensions and latent topics
used in EnUWEM and EnUTM are set to 80 and 20 empirically
for all test collections. All the parameters in the other baseline
models are set according to their tuning procedures in the original papers or those obtaining best performance.

6.2 Results and Discussion
6.2.1 Performance in the DEL Collection, Using
Wikipedia as External Corpus
In this section, we first report the results obtained by using
the DEL collection and then the BIB collection. The experimental results that describe the performance of the proposed
methods in this paper together with three non-personalized
baselines on the overall test users in the DEL collection
within different groups and Wikipedia as external corpus
are shown in Table 4. The statistically significant differences
are marked as r and e with respect to the RelM and ExtRelM
baselines as these two methods work better than the simpler
LanM method. Clearly all personalized approaches performed significantly better than non-personalized methods,
including our proposed approaches EnUWEM and EnUTM.
This illustrates that non-personalized query expansion methods can only bring limited improvements, especially for
search utilizing folksonomy data as tags introduce more
ambiguity. The methods which use additional terms from
user profiles can greatly improve retrieval effectiveness.
Next we evaluate the performance of the proposed
methods compared to several personalized baselines, i.e.,
the CoWM, CoTagM, and TagTM methods. The statistically

LanM
RelM
ExtRelM
CoWM
CoTagM
TagTM
EnUWEM
EnUTM

MAP

NDCG

MRR

0.0167
0.0221
0.0242
0.0886 r, e
0.0249
0.1655 r, e, w, c
0.2524 r, e, w, c, t
0.2546 r, e, w, c, t

0.0283
0.0464
0.0468
0.1195 r, e
0.0549 r, e
0.2036 r, e, w, c
0.285 r, e, w, c, t
0.2955 r, e, w, c, t

0.0203
0.0256
0.0263
0.0993 r, e
0.0294
0.203 r, e, w, c
0.2826 r, e, w, c, t
0.2864 r, e, w, c, t

Group UG500
LanM
RelM
ExtRelM
CoWM
CoTagM
TagTM
EnUWEM
EnUTM

MAP

NDCG

MRR

0.019
0.0305
0.0319
0.0916 r, e
0.0485 r, e
0.2004 r, e, w, c
0.243 r, e, w, c, t
0.254 r, e, w, c, t

0.0349
0.0662
0.0674
0.1246 r, e
0.0782 r, e
0.2405 r, e, w, c
0.2922 r, e, w, c, t
0.304 r, e, w, c, t

0.0193
0.0316
0.0333
0.1015 r, e
0.556 r, e
0.2528 r, e, w, c
0.2793 r, e, w, c, t
0.3029 r, e, w, c, t

significant differences in the table are marked as w, c, and t
respectively.
As seen from Table 4, three conclusions emerge. First,
EnUWEM and EnUTM which rely on the integration of LDA
and WEs both score higher than all personalization methods
previously proposed, in all metrics measured in all three
groups of test users. Moreover, the difference between our
proposed methods and the baseline runs is always significant. We believe that the strong performance of our methods
is due to the integration of WEs and topic models, and the
fact that our methods use an external knowledge base to
enhance user profile generation. This provides evidence that
our proposed methods may be more beneficial to personalized QE than the previously widely used LDA-based representations and co-occurrence-based techniques. Secondly,
both the EnUWEM and EnUTM methods demonstrate better
performance than the strongest personalized baseline. This
shows the flexibility of our query expansion methods. The
researchers can choose either method according to their personal needs for QE. We note that EnUTM works better than
EnUWEM. As pointed out at the start of Section 5, EnUWEM
uses only the EUPC model to weight the word representations produced by WEs. Instead EnUTM fully exploits the
advantages of the integration of the two semantic models.
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Fig. 5. Results on the test users in the DEL collection by using CLEF News as external corpus.

This also shows that there remains room for improvement in
the WEs-based QE method. By treating the documents as a
pseudo-aligned corpus, we obtain very good performance.
The highest improvement over the best performing run
reaches 76.3 percent (in terms of the EnUTM method with
the MAP metric when compared to TagTM). Finally, the
improvements brought by our methods are quite consistent
across the three different groups of test users. This result confirms that our method works well for users with small and
moderate amounts of historical usage information and for
those with a rich set of historical data. The improvements
obtained in less active users are greater than those obtained
by more active users. This shows that our proposed methods
are particularly beneficial to those “cold-start” users, who
have limited previous interactions with the system.

6.2.2

Performance in the DEL Collection, Using CLEF
News as External Corpus
We then compare the performance of different methods
using the DEL collection by using CLEF News as the external
corpus. The results are presented in Fig. 5. It can be seen from
the figure that the performance of our proposed methods
EnUWEM and EnUTM is quite stable, as using a different
external corpus still achieves statistically significant improvements over all non-personalized and personalized baselines.
When compared to using Wikipedia as the external corpus,
the improvements using CLEF News are larger. The possible
reason is that an external corpus is likely to be a better source
of expansion terms if it has very similar topic coverage as the
target corpus. Further investigation with respect to concept
density will be needed. It is also shown that the ExtRelM

method works consistently better than the RelM and LanM
baselines. This demonstrates that techniques which explore
external corpora to obtain relevant documents work better
than methods which simply use the top-ranked documents.
These results are consistent with previous research [14].

6.2.3 Performance in the BIB Collection
In order to verify our results on a different test collection,
we repeat the experiments using the BIB collection. Fig. 6
shows the comparison of our methods EnUWEM and
EnUTM to the methods with different external corpora.
Similar to the results of the DEL collection, our methods outperform all the non-personalized and personalized baseline
methods for all metrics. This time using CLEF News as
external corpus shows an even greater improvement than
those in the DEL collection. Based on all results obtained,
we can conclude that our methods outperform all the compared methods on all adopted metrics for both the DEL and
BIB collections using different external corpora. The experimental results demonstrate the advantage and effectiveness
of our methods on two different folksonomy datasets.
6.2.4 Effectiveness of the Topical Weighting Scheme
In Section 5.1, when we describe our WEQE method, we
weight the word vectors with the posterior estimation of
word-topic destributions calculated from the EUPC model.
The idea is that the weights will assign more importance to
words bearing more information during the generative
process. Clearly other alternatives exist, such as tf-based
weighting, idf-based weighting etc [29]. The main
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Fig. 6. Results on the test users in the BIB collection, (a)-(c) are results obtained by using Wikipedia as external corpus and (d)-(f) are results
obtained by using CLEF News as external corpus.

consideration for using the topical weight is that we want to
reflect the multi-aspect of a word and hopefully capture the
multiple correlations among words as well as their contexts.
To test this assumption, we compare our topical weighting
scheme with the tf-based (denoted as EnUWEM-TF) and idfbased (denoted as EnUWEM-IDF) weighting schemes. The
results are shown in Fig. 7. For consciseness, we only report
MAP on the DEL collection using Wikipedia as external corpus, as our experiments show that other test collections and
other evaluation metrics all produced similar results. From
the figure we can clearly see that EnUWEM model works
consistently better than the other alternatives. This confirms
the effectiveness of our proposed weighting scheme when
compared to other simpler weighting schemes. The result

also means that using topical weighting can result in a better word representation, and reflect its “truer” semantics.

6.2.5 Effectiveness of the EUPC Model
To verify the effectiveness of our user profile generation
model, in particular the effectiveness of integrating word
embeddings in topic models, we include a simpler comparison method that uses LDA only for personalized QE. This
method uses bilingual LDA [30] to build user profiles and
then uses the TQE method for personalized search. This
method is denoted as LdaTM. As in Section 6.2.4, we only
report the MAP results on the DEL collection, using Wikipedia as external corpus. The results are shown in Fig. 8. As can
been seen from the figure, our proposed methods EnUWEM
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Fig. 7. Effectiveness of the topical weighting scheme.
Fig. 8. Effectiveness of the EUPC model.

and EnUTM work consistently better than the LdaTM method
for all three groups of users. This confirms that integrating
word embeddings and topic models together can produce
better relationships between terms and/or words, as hypothesised at the beginning of the paper.

7

CONCLUSION

In this paper we study personalized search through enhanced
user profiles and personalized query expansion utilizing
folksonomy data. We propose a novel model to build
enriched user profiles. Our model integrates the current stateof-the-art text representation learning framework, known as
word embeddings, with topic models in two groups of
pseudo-aligned documents between user annotations and
documents from the external corpus. Based on these
enhanced user profiles, we then present two novel QE techniques. The first technique approaches the problem by
using topical weights-enhanced word embeddings to
select the best possible expansion terms. The second technique calculates the topical relevance between the query
and the terms inside a user profile. The proposed models
performed well on two real-world social tagging datasets
produced by folksonomy applications, delivering statistically significant improvements over non-personalized
and personalized representative baseline systems. We
also show that our method works well for users with
small, moderate and rich amounts of historical usage
information. In future research, we aim to investigate
incorporating more information into the latent semantic
model in order to capture more accurate user profiles.
Future work will also include the evaluation of different
similarity models and weighting schemes to be used in
our models.
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